
  

Albanian Coastal Trail (8 days)
Discover Hidden Gems of the Ionian Coast

Albania's beaches get crowded during the summer, but for many the Ceraunian Mountains 
are only a memorable backdrop. Our trek between the mountains and Ionain Sea, hinterland 
villages and olive groves, homestays and family run hotels shows you what most others are 

missing out on.

This tour is part of our Self-Guided Hiking and Trekking Trips. They cover contrasting 
mountaineous regions of Albania and offer all the joy of independent travelling, without 

any of the hassle.

7x overnights with hiking up to ▲ 550 ▼ 625 m
An exclusive trip on a Zbulo Signature Trail



Intro
Beyond the Karaburun Peninsula and right beneath the 2000 m high Ceuranian Peaks, the 
Albanian Riviera stretches until the Greek border and attracts thousands of beachgoers 
during the hot summer months. In spring and autumn, the mountains and beaches are all 
yours to enjoy, ideally combined on this self-guided tour. Start underneath the highest 
coastal peaks with stunning views of the deep blue sea and the rugged coastline. Hike on 
empty shepherd’s trails, through citrus groves and olive trees, from one quaint stone village 
to another. Swim in the shimmering, crystal clear waters of the Ionian Sea in some of the 
most secluded beaches. Breathe in the herb-scented mountain air every day and enjoy the 
finest of Albanian food, a mix of fresh Mediterranean and hearty mountain cuisine. 
Experience what lies beyond the seashore and what most are missing out on, all at your 
own pace and carefree, while we take care of your accommodation and transfers for a 
hassle-free adventure.

…
Highlights of the Albanian Coastal Trail
☆ Comfortable daily hikes with 2 overnights in the Llogara NP and 5 in Himara
☆ Walk and swim in the secluded places of the riviera, all at your own pace
☆ Hike under the highest peaks of the thunder-split coastal mountains
☆ Learn about the unique songs and story of the Laberia region
☆ Enjoy the delicious mediteranean and heary mountain cuisine of the area

…
8 days (7 nights) including one arrival & departure day

6 hikes with up to 5 h walking time (Ø 4:15 h) and 625 m ▼▲

1 to 12 persons

Tirana

late March to early June or from September into November

for those in good health and with reasonable fitness (see next page)

self-guided trip

city hotels and mountain guesthouse (all with private rooms)

luggage transport by vehicle up to 20 kg (please notify of bulky luggage)
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Is this trip for me?
6 hikes up to 5h walking time (Ø 4:15h) and up to 625 m altitude difference.

Difficulty 2/4 Moderate
A moderate tour includes either easier, medium-duration walks or harder, shorter walks. While 
experience is not necessary, it is desirable. Good health and reasonable fitness are more important. 
Some walking on loose underfoot, steep sections and occasional longer/harder days may be 
involved, still general conditions will be fair. A walking day is normally three to five hours and daily 
ascents will likely be around 300m to 700m, perhaps with an odd day ascending around 800m to 
900m.

Comfort 3/4 Comfortable (FIT)
That means: city hotels and mountain guesthouse (all with private rooms)
Breakdown: 7 night(s) in private room(s)

Overview Time Dist Asc Desc

Asc VS Desc

TOTAL Ø 4:15 58 2,250 3,050
1. TIA - Llogara 0:00 0 0 0
2. Llogara - Himare 3:50 5 550 550
3. Himare - Himare 4:00 12 425 425
4. Himare - Himare 4:00 12 250 550
5. Himare - Hiamre 4:00 6 450 500
6. Himare - Himare 4:00 12 150 400
7. Llogara - Tirane 5:00 11 425 625
8. Tirane - Departure 0:00 0 0 0

"Take only pictures, leave only footprints"
Visitors are expected to respect nature, dispose of their waste properly and be considerate 

of local culture and people.
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Overview
Click to open an interactive map

Included
- materials for a self-guided trip
- accommodation: 7x hotel(s), 
- meals: all breakfasts, 2 lunches and 0 dinners
- transfers as foreseen by the itinerary including airport pick-up
- luggage transport by vehicle up to 20 kg (please notify of bulky luggage)
- entrance fees, trekking and border crossing permits (on guided tours only)

Excluded
- meals not listed above as well as drinks other than table water
- personal expenses such as gratuities and souvenirs
- flights: all Zbulo tours are ground-service only
- overseas health insurance* is compulsory to offer best possible care
* 99% of European travel insurances cover this already

Outline
1. TIA - Llogara: hotel (-/-/-)
2. Llogara - Dhjopuri Pass - Himare: hotel (B/LP/-)
3. Himare - Kudhes - Qeparo - Borsh - Himare: hotel (B/-/-)
4. Himare - Vuno - Livadh - Himare: hotel (B/-/-)
5. Himare - Lukove - Piqeras - Hiamre: hotel (B/-/-)
6. Himare - Lukove - Borsh - Himare: hotel (B/-/-)
7. Llogara Pass - Deep Pass - Tirane: hotel (B/LP/-)
8. Tirane - Departure: - (B/-/-)

Have questions? 
Click to visit our knowledge base

or write us at welcome@zbulo.org

https://trello.com/b/Pwe2cSeu/knowledge-base
mailto:welcome@zbulo.org


1. Welcome to Albania!
Journey down south

Tirana City / Airport TIA

0 0 0 0
Welcome to Albania! We meet in Tirana (airport or city), hand out the materials (roadbook, 
maps, GPS unit, SIM-Card), and brief you on the upcoming days. Then, the transfer to 
Llogara National Park follows. 
Passing the salt pans of the Narta Lagoon and the historic city of Vlore, enjoying the 
coastal vista of the bay, you drive up to Llogara in the late afternoon. Located in the heart 
of the Ceraunian Mountains, it is an important biosphere reserve, famous in particular for 
its 500-year-old black pines and firs. The curious shapes the trees take from the winds, 
especially when engulfed by fog, create the atmosphere of an enchanted forest. Tonight 
you stay 800 m high in a comfy mountain hotel. Chose between the hotel's restaurant and 
other places nearby, to enjoy your first Albanian mountain meal.

- / - / -Hotel 3 h
  - / - / -   Hotel   3 h
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2. The 2000 m high coastal mountains
Walking beneath the highest peaks of the Ceraunian range

5 550 550 0.1597222222
⟺ 5 km          ▲ 550 m          ▼ 550 m          ⧗ 3:50 h

A short transfer takes you to today's trailhead, at the highest point of the Llogara Pass 
(1.043 m). A narrow footpath takes you up through ancient snakeskin pines. During 
communism, the tree giants were tapped for resin, today they rest peacefully surrounded by 
chamomile and sage. You steadily walk up the shepherd's trail, and the first viewpoint 
rewards with views over the endless blue of the Ionian Sea and the Albanian Riviera. Today’
s goal lies beneath the rocky peak of Qorre (2.018 m) at the Dhjopuri Saddle (1.600 m). You 
can take a rest and enjoy the views of the Llogara Pass, separating the  Karaburun 
Peninsula from the rest of the riviera, and the village Dukat at the foot of the mountain. 
Later on, stroll down the same way down and a transfer on a winding road, with an optional 
stop to visit Dhermi, takes you through the charming villages of the Riviera further down 
south to the small seaside city Himara. This will be your stay for the upcoming four nights, 
in a seaside hotel, from where you will start your daily coastal hikes.

B / LP / -Hotel 1.5 h
  B / LP / -   Hotel   1.5 h
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3. Mediterranean flair in the back country
On goat trails to the picturesque Oldtown of Qeparo

12 425 425 0.1666666667
⟺ 12 km          ▲ 425 m          ▼ 425 m          ⧗ 4:00 h

The scenic morning drive ends at the foot of  the inland village Kudhes. The winding 
cement road takes you through olive trees and houses up to the heart of the village, where 
the generous shade of the plane trees invites for a coffee in the company of the friendly 
locals. The rocky shepherds' path that follows upon exiting the village is adorned by bright 
pink oleanders and lush green cypress trees. Slowly ascending, flocks of goats grazing the 
grounds raise their heads towards you with curiosity. Arriving at the terraced fields, the 
view opens to the deep blue sea and over to the island Corfu in the close background. 
Soon, you arrive at the Oldtown Qeparo, where time seems to stand still in the maze of 
stone houses and cobbled streets, and a “hidden” viewpoint overlooks the olive fields and 
tranquil shore. From here, you continue the walk above the shoreline, across the hillside 
towards Borsh, to enjoy the coastal landscape a little longer. On the drive back there’s the 
option to visit Ali Pasha's castle at Porto Palermo, overlooking the submarine tunnels.

B / - / -Hotel 2 h
  B / - / -   Hotel   2 h
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4. Wonders of the Ionian coastn
Hike & swim through the dazzling beaches of the Riviera

12 250 550 0.1666666667
⟺ 12 km          ▲ 250 m          ▼ 550 m          ⧗ 4:00 h

Instead of mountains, today's route takes you across cliffs and through Mediterranean 
macchia, from one beach to another. It is by no means a flat walk, and it offers the perfect 
hike & swim day through the beaches that have turned the Albanian Riviera into a rising hot-
spot. You start from one of the most distinct upper coastal villages, Vuno. The white, 
stacked up houses, the centuries old orthodox churches, the central open-air café and the 
partisan memorial next to it invite for an exploratory stroll. On the idyllic descent through 
olive groves you slowly feel the salty aroma nearing the sea. Jal was dubbed the country’s 
Ibiza, and close to it is the secluded “Aquarium”- reachable on foot only, it is named after its 
unusually clear water. Accompanied by the awe-inspiring colors and the sound of the 
crashing waves, you walk the red-earthed trail until you reach Livadh. You can stop here for 
some more swimming, walk to Himara beach and your hotel or go the cobbled path up to 
Oldtown Himara and it’s castle of ancient origins. The hilltop view is especially beautiful 
right before sunset.

B / - / -Hotel 30 h
  B / - / -   Hotel   30 h
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5. Quaint villages of the south
Panoramic views of the coast athe Laberia inland

6 450 500 0.1666666667
⟺ 6 km          ▲ 450 m          ▼ 500 m          ⧗ 4:00 h

Today you visit the lesser known southern part of the riviera for a coastal mountain hike, 
opposite to the beaches. From Lukova, an initially steep shepherd’s path takes you towards 
the ridge, with views of the terraced hills plunging into the turquoise sea. Soon, Corfu 
appears in the horizon too, and once at the pass you peek at the wild, solitary inland on the 
other side of the mountain. Weather permitting, it’s even possible to follow a steep and 
trail-less, yet straightforward path up to the Lavani peak, the highest point in sight. The olive 
tree covered coastal landscape and the bays of tomorrow’s walk offer one of the most 
special views of the entire trip, yours to fully enjoy in peace on your picnic break. The 
descent follows a wide, exposed gravel road, allowing you to immerse yourself in the views 
all the way down to Piqeras, where you regain contact with the world again. Driving over the 
serpentine, you're transferred back to Himara for some rest. In the evening, you can go on 
an evening stroll at the busy center or for a cocktail by the beach.

B / - / -Hotel 2 h
  B / - / -   Hotel   2 h
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6. The Prisoners Trail
Hike through beaches and terraced rolling hills

12 150 400 0.1666666667
⟺ 12 km          ▲ 150 m          ▼ 400 m          ⧗ 4:00 h

A relaxed hike awaits at the southern side of the Riviera. Starting in Lukova, you walk 
through the flower-adorned houses, down the old cobblestone alleys to discover a small 
waterfall. Continue through uniform paths and terraces of olive groves, built by human 
hand and without the help of machinery during communism, when political prisoners were 
converted to forced labourers. After a smooth descent,  you land in Bunec beach. The open 
skyline, tranquil sea, and the emptiness of the pebbly shore make it seem like a scene from 
a stranded film. You walk along the shoreline, pass by a relict concrete quay and ascend a 
little-used path, admiring the shimmer of the turquoise waters from above. Continuing the 
stroll along the hillside, dwelling into the Mediterranean atmosphere, the long Borsh beach 
slowly comes to view. It calls for a refreshing swim and one last mental picture of the 
romantic surroundings, before parting ways with the Ionian Sea. The driver picks you up, 
and you head for the heights of the Ceraunian Mountains and the Llogara National Park, at 
the same hotel of your first overnight.

B / - / -Hotel 1.5 h
  B / - / -   Hotel   1.5 h
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7. The Karaburun Peninsula
Scenic hike in the Llogara National Park

11 425 625 0.2083333333
⟺ 11 km          ▲ 425 m          ▼ 625 m          ⧗ 5:00 h

After breakfast, the last and also longest hike of your journey calls. The trailhead lies at the 
highest point of the Llogara Pass, this time opposite of the Cika and Qorre peaks. A wide 
gravel path steadily leads to the radio towers at the ridge. Here, the Karaburun Peninsula's 
western slopes plunge steeply into the deep blue Ionian Sea. Panoramic views of the 
rugged Riviera and the Bay of Orikum on the other side accompany the walk along the 
peninsula’s spine. A rocky, partly trailess path gives the opportunity to climb Mt. Gjipali 
(1.446 m) for a high-up picnic break, taking a moment to memorize the harsh beauty of the 
entire coastline. Afterward, you descend into a mountain pasture and then enter the Deep 
Pass, a rainforest-like green corridor that offers generous shade in the afternoon. Returning 
to the hotel, the driver picks you up and you transfer to Tirana. There you can go on an 
evening stroll along the main boulevard to discover the influences that shaped the city. 
Choose one of the many restaurants and enjoy a delicious dinner, as you look back on an 
eventful week along the beautiful Ionian coast of Albania.

B / LP / -Hotel 3.5 h
  B / LP / -   Hotel   3.5 h
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8. Farewell Albania!
Return home or extend your adventure

0 0 0 0
Tirana Airport TIA or Llogara

Time permitting, Tirana invites you to explore its streets and sights on a stroll. Sip an 
espresso in one of the charming bars, observe the busy morning flow and select special 
treats as edible souvenirs at the lively “New Bazaar”. Interested to learn more about the 
communist past? “Bunkart 2” and “The House of Leaves” provide insights and are only a 5 
min walk away from Tirana’s main "Skanderbeg Square". Your multi-faceted journey in 
Albania ends with a 40 min transfer to the airport. Thank you for joining our adventure, we 
hope to see you again in the country of warm hospitality, countless mountains and sun-
kissed beaches. 

Not ready to leave yet? Ask us what more to do in the mountains, exploring the cultural 
highlights of Albania’s historic cities or a laid-back beach extension - there’s always more 
to explore in the Balkans!

B / - / - - ~ 30 min
  B / - / -   -   ~ 30 min
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